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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of identification in the Finger-knuckle-print (FKP) databases. Identification determines the
identity of a query of the FKP sample. It involves finding the most similar sample in the database by comparing the query
FKP with all the templates stored in the database. It is a computationally expensive process that demands huge time for
large databases. A technique is required that can reduce the search space and limits the number of comparisons to boost the
identification process. Such a technique is called indexing. It devises a fixed size small candidate list for a given FKP sample
in constant time for searching. The paper proposes FKPIndexNet that learns similarity-preserving hash codes for generating
an index table. It employs a specialized autoencoder network to learn feature embeddings such that they have high intra-class
and low inter-class similarity. The proposed technique is examined on two publicly available FKP databases viz., PolyU-FKP
and IITD-FKP. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieves 100% hit rate at a penetration rate of only 3.42%
for PolyU-FKP database and 0.32% for IITD FKP database, respectively. This implies that for a query FKP sample, to get a
true match with 100% confidence, only 3.42% and 0.32% of the PolyU-FKP and IITD FKP database needs to be compared,
respectively. Results and analysis demonstrate the superiority of the proposed technique compared to other state-of-the-art
approaches.
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1. Introduction

Authentication is the key to access control and security. Traditional modes of authentication involving PIN, passwords,
or tokens are widely accepted and used in various applications [1]. However, such systems face several challenges as these
samples can be stolen or forged. A more secure alternative is to use biometric traits for user authentication. Biometric traits
can be classified into three categories viz. biological, behavioral and morphological [2]. Biological biometric authentication
requires analysis of user data at genetic and molecular level such as DNA pattern, blood sample, odour, heart rate and EEG.
Behavioral characteristics refer to an individual’s behavior while performing a particular task such as while typing, speaking,
walking, signing. Therefore, keyboard strokes [3, 4], voice [5], gait [6] and signature [7] come under the category of behavioral
biometric traits. Morphological traits refer to the physical features of the human body such as fingerprint [8, 9], palmprint
[10], iris [11], face [12], finger knuckleprint [13], hand geometry [14], hand vein pattern [15] etc. Hand-based biometric traits
such as fingerprint, palmprint, hand-geometry, finger-knuckle-print are relatively easier to acquire and, therefore, are more
widely used in authentication applications [16]. Fingerprint [17] corresponds to the impression created on a surface when the
tip of a finger comes in contact with a surface. Palmprint [18] is the image acquired from the inner part of the hand lying
between fingers and wrist. These are widely used biometric traits but, in countries like India, where most of the population is
engaged in agricultural or labor activities, serious damage happens to the inner part of the hand. This deteriorates the quality
of the acquired palmprint sample, leading to poor feature extraction and henceforth, mistaken identification [19, 20]. The skin
around the fingertip may get wrinkles when immersed in water or any liquid for a longer time or because of aging. This makes
human identification challenging as the extracted features would show huge deviation because of the presence of wrinkles
[21]. Hand geometry [22] refers to the shape of a person’s hand. It mainly portrays characteristics such as hand length, the
thickness of fingers, and palm region etc.. It is non-intrusive and can easily be acquired, but it is comparatively less distinctive
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram representing the advantage of indexing the FKP database in the identification process

in nature. Hand vein pattern [23] is a network of veins found underneath the skin of a person’s hand. It is believed that the vein
pattern is unique and has remained unchanged for a long time. Since the vein pattern is not directly visible on the finger, it is
difficult to forge. Even with this advantage, vein pattern acquisition requires specialized hardware and extra user cooperation.

Considering the limitations mentioned above, finger-knuckle-print (FKP) is a better alternative for hand-based biometric
authentication. FKP refers to the impression obtained from the outer surface around the phalangeal joint of a finger. It has
a rich texture that is unique among the population [13]. FKP acquisition is also easy as it requires less user cooperation and
can be acquired from a distance with low-resolution cameras. Considering the current situation, where the world is hit by a
pandemic, a biometric trait acquired in a contact-less manner is more suitable. Therefore, finger-knuckle-print appears as an
appropriate trait among hand-based biometric features for authentication applications [24].

An FKP authentication system works in two stages viz. enrollment and recognition [25]. Enrollment is the initial stage
where FKP samples of individuals are obtained and registered. The acquired FKP samples are subject to a region of interest
(RoI) extraction and pre-processing [26]. It is followed by feature vector construction which is a representation of the given
FKP sample and consists of its discriminating and salient features. The feature vector is stored in the database along with a
unique identifier. An FKP recognition [27] system aims at authenticating a person’s identity by comparing the acquired query
FKP sample with the samples stored in the database and finding the most similar match. However, the number of comparisons
could be one or many, depending on the type of application it is targeted for. FKP recognition can be classified into two
categories; namely, FKP verification and FKP identification [28]. During FKP verification, an FKP sample and its claimed
identity are given as input to the system. The system compares the input sample with the template stored in the database
corresponding to the claimed identity. Therefore, it involves one-to-one comparison. However, an FKP identification system
aims at establishing the identity of a given FKP sample by comparing the input image with all the templates stored in the
database. A similarity score is computed for every match, and the scores are sorted to find the true match of the query FKP
sample. Hence, the identification involves 1:N comparisons, where N is the total number of templates stored in the database
[29].

With digitization and an increase in the deployment of biometric authentication systems, the size of biometric databases
has expanded. It makes the identification process computationally expensive as the required number of comparisons becomes
directly proportional to the number of templates in the database [17]. This may also result in increase in false acceptance
rate [30]. The number of comparisons needs to be reduced by narrowing down the search space to make the identification
system faster and more efficient. This process of filtering out a subset of suitable candidates for comparison with the probe
image to facilitate faster identification is known as indexing. Indexing of a biometric database involves associating the latent
representations or feature vectors corresponding to FKP samples with an index in the index table. A latent representation
of an FKP image consists of its most salient and discriminating features. The similar feature vectors are inserted together
in the same bucket of the index table. Therefore, it becomes essential that the learned latent representations be distinctive
and have high intra-class and low inter-class similarity. A query FKP image is shown to the identification system during the
retrieval stage to determine its identity. This image sample is passed through the feature extraction module for extracting its
latent representation. It is then matched with all the indices of the index table. The most similar one is selected and the FKP
samples lying in the selected bucket are extracted for identification. This can significantly reduce the size of the candidate list
for comparison. The fundamental idea is to find a suitable feature vector and generate an index table that could reduce the
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number of comparisons remarkably [31]. A schematic diagram representing the advantage of indexing against the traditional
approach for the identification process is shown in Figure 1.

Certain challenges need to be accounted for while designing an indexing technique for a biometric database. 1) Variable
number of features: It is not mandatory that the features extracted from an FKP image at two different time stamps be the
same. It may happen that some features could be missing while some false ones appear. Hence, the number of features may
vary in number. 2) No order: Unlike structural data, there is no pre-defined order among the biometric features. Therefore,
they may appear in a different order which becomes a challenge. 3) Occlusion and illumination: Occlusion, rotation, and
the translation may also affect the feature extraction process. The features may vary in number because of the variations
mentioned above. 4) Transformation: The acquired image may be rotated, zoomed-in, zoomed-out, etc. thus, transforming
the extracted features. It is, therefore, expected of any indexing technique to address all the challenges mentioned above.

This paper proposes a novel approach for indexing the FKP database to facilitate faster and efficient identification. To
our knowledge, this is the first work to extract deep features from FKP images that are further used for index table genera-
tion. The dorsal finger images are given to the proposed FKPSegNet, which segments the region of interest (RoI). Next, the
feature extraction network is trained using the RoI images of the FKP database. A custom loss function has been proposed
ensuring that the learned latent representations have high intra-class and low inter-class similarity. It ascertains that the index
space distribution is regularized to be similar to the uniform distribution. The proposed feature extraction network outputs a
512−dimensional feature embedding corresponding to every FKP sample. The learned feature vectors are associated with an
index, generating an index table. Three techniques viz. k-means clustering, BallTree hashing, and Locality Sensitive Hashing
with nearest neighbor search have been explored for index table generation. The features are extracted for the query FKP
sample using the trained feature extraction network. The extracted feature is compared with all the indices of the index table
and the candidates lying in the most similar one are retrieved for comparison. The proposed technique has been evaluated on
two publicly available databases viz., PolyU-FKP and IIT Delhi Finger Knuckle Database. The proposed technique facilitates
the learning of efficient latent representations that ensure fast and accurate retrieval during identification without compro-
mising recognition accuracy. The proposed technique adheres to privacy and security of the biometric data [32]. Biometric
security ensures that the system is not vulnerable to disruption. Privacy refers to the anonymity of the acquired samples and
requires that the acquired data will not be used in applications other than the intended ones. The data used in this paper is kept
anonymous and numeric identities have been utilized to represent an individual. The learned features are non-reversible, and
the subject is not identifiable from the feature. In addition, the proposed technique does not introduce new security challenges
to the biometric authentication system.

The key contributions of the paper are highlighted as follows:

1. A novel approach for indexing FKP databases is proposed to learn a compact fixed-length and discriminative feature
vector of the FKP images.

2. A specialized autoencoder network has been utilized that utilizes a novel custom loss function. It aims to minimize the
reconstruction loss and maximize the mutual information between the input sample and its learned latent representation.
It also incorporates classification loss to increase intra-class closeness among the feature vectors.

3. The encoder in the proposed feature extraction network employs asymmetric filters instead of symmetric ones to learn
line-based FKP features and establish spatial relationships among them.

4. A novel segmentation network, FKPSegNet, has been proposed to extract the region-of-interest (knuckle region) from
an acquired finger-dorsal image. It is an encoder-decoder-based network that uses three stacked hourglasses in the
bottleneck.

5. Extensive computer simulations have been performed to determine the effectiveness of the proposed technique. Results
and analysis revealed the superiority over the current state-of-the-art techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related work. Section 3 describes
the proposed technique in detail. The experimental setting, results, and analysis are presented in Section 4 followed by the
concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Automated human identification using finger-knuckle-print has gained a lot of research interest in the recent past. This
section discusses the related work done in the field of finger-knuckle-print recognition and indexing of finger-knuckle-print
databases. It also discusses the techniques that fuse finger-knuckle-print biometric with some other biometric trait in multi-
modal authentication systems.

Woodward et al. [33] proposed for the first time that the surface of fingers can be used for biometric authentication. The
authors also concluded that finger surface is effective as 2D face image for authentication. However, Kumar et al. proposed
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Figure 2: Proposed technique. Part 1 depicts the feature vector construction module (FKPIndexNet) responsible for extracting real valued 512-d latent
representation. Part 2 represents indexing module that partitions the original database and associates each extracted feature with an index.

that the back surface of the image consists of unique texture and investigated its usage for authentication [34]. The approach
uses peg-free imaging and also exploits the features from hand geometry to improve the performance of recognition system.
Zhang et al. proposed an FKP recognition approach that uses gabor filters to extract orientation features [13]. The authors
also set up an acquisition device for FKP data collection and were able to collect 5760 images from 480 fingers. Another
approach proposed by Zhang et al. uses band limited phase only correlation that eliminates high frequency components which
can be prone to noise [35]. The authors also acquired knuckleprint database consisting of 7,920 images from 660 fingers. An
approach that uses local binary pattern (LBP) [36] histograms for FKP recognition has been proposed in [37]. The approach
divides the FKP image into several blocks and then devices gabor filters over those blocks to generate LBP histograms. To
address the large intra-class distance between the FKP samples, a reconstruction based approach for FKP recognition has
been proposed in [38]. The approach aims at learning a dictionary from the gallery FKP images and each query sample is
represented as a linear combination of the values contained in that dictionary. Later, the Competitive Coding technique is
used to extract orientation features from the FKP images. Yu et al. proposed an LBP based feature extraction technique
for FKP matching [39]. The image is divided into blocks and LBP histograms are extracted which are then concatenated
to represent full FKP image. An integration technique that uses both orientation and texture features has been proposed in
[40]. The paper addressed the possibility of multiple orientations by using multi-level thresholding that performs orientation
coding corresponding to each gabor filter response. The texture features are extracted using LBP. Lastly both texture and
orientation features are integrated using score-level fusion. Nigam et al. proposed curved gabor filters for feature extraction
from FKP images [41]. In the paper, two encoding schemes namely, Gradient Ordinal Relation Pattern (GORP) and STAR
GORP (SGORP) have been proposed to represent each FKP image. In GORP, each pixel is not represented by its gray value
and a code is obtained using the gradient of its 8 neighboring pixels computed using x and y directions Scharr kernels. On
the other hand, SGORP encodes the relationship between the top and bottom pixels along with the diagonally opposite ones.
Usha et al. proposed a FKP recognition technique that uses shape-oriented features as well as texture information [42]. The
shape features are extracted using angular geometric analysis while the texture information is extracted using multi-resolution
transform, also called as Curvelet transform. In [43], a fast matrix projection method for extracting line features is used for
verification. Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been employed with extracted long and short gabor features to improve the
recognition performance in [44].

Finger-knuckle-print has been used with other biometric trait(s) for recognition in multi-modal biometric systems. Multi-
modal biometric systems differ from one another in terms of the number and choice of biometric traits, fusion technique used
for integration of the considered modalities and architecture of the system. Meraoumia et al. designed a multi-modal biometric
recognition system by integrating palmprint with FKP [45]. First, the matching scores are computed separately for both the
modalities using phase-correlation function followed by their fusion for recognition process. Another technique that uses a
combination of FKP and palmprint has been proposed in [46]. Local features from FKP images are extracted using Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [47] and Speeded-up robust features (SURF) [48]. Similar features are extracted from the
palmprint images that are used to match the principal lines and wrinkles. These features are later fused for human recognition.
Meraoumia et al. [49] also proposed fusion of FKP with fingerprint at image and score level both. A multi-modal system that
fuses finger vein, fingerprint and finger-knuckle-print has been presented in [50]. The proposed fusion is done at the feature
level by concatenating different features and at the decision level by implementing majority voting. Two multi-modal systems
that fuses finger vein and FKP have been proposed in [51]. The features from finger vein and FKP images are extracted
using AlexNet [52], VGG16 [53], and ResNet50 [54]. It is followed by fusion of both the modalities at feature level using
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Figure 3: First row: Manually annotated finger-knuckle-print images from PolyU-FKP database. Second row: Output of FKPSegNet; Extracted region of
interest gray-scale FKP images.

concatenation and score level by using weighted product, weighted sum, or Bayesian rule.
In our knowledge, there has been only one work that aims at indexing finger-knuckle-print database. Umarani et al.proposed

a boosted geometric hashing based technique for index table creation[55]. It extracts SIFT and SURF features and generates
geometric features which are points in a coordinate system to represent an image. The geometric hashing is boosted in such
a way that the geometric information is used to generate the index and the feature descriptor is used for recognition of FKP
images.

3. Proposed Technique

This section discusses the proposed technique for indexing an FKP database. The technique consists of four main steps
viz., 1) Region of Interest (RoI) segmentation, 2) Feature vector construction, 3) Indexing, and 4) Retrieval. RoI segmentation
aims at extracting the useful and relevant part from the acquired image by removing unnecessary background. The RoI along
with its label is given as an input to the proposed network for feature extraction. It is followed by indexing in which each
feature vector is associated with an index and an index table is generated. During retrieval, the query FKP image is passed
through the segmentation network for RoI extraction. A feature vector is constructed from the extracted RoI using the trained
FKPIndexNet. The feature vector is matched with all the indices of the index table and the candidates belonging to the
most-similar index are fetched for comparison. All the steps are discussed in detail in the sub-sections to follow. A block
diagram depicting all the stages of the proposed technique is shown in Figure 2. In the figure, LE , LD and LC denote the loss
generated form the encoder, decoder and classification network respectively. zi and ẑi represent the latent representation and
its shuffled version that is generated from the noisy transformer, denoted by ω. The details of all the components is given in
the subsections to follow.

3.1. FKPSegNet: finger-knuckle-print RoI Segmentation Network
The FKP samples can be acquired in a contactless and unconstrained environment. Such acquired samples generally

contain the image of whole finger and unnecessary background information may also get captured. Therefore, relevant part of
image, also known as Region of Interest (RoI) containing the knuckle area with no or minimum background noise is required
for better feature extraction. This paper uses a novel segmentation network, FKPSegNet, to extract the desirable RoI from
FKP images. The input to FKPSegNet is the acquired full finger image and a masked image depicting the desirable region of
interest. The output of the network is the predicted coordinates of the RoI. The network is trained by minimizing the distance
between ground truth and predicted coordinates. To prepare ground truth, all the images are manually annotated by drawing a
bounding box over the knuckle area in the finger. This image is used to generate mask over the RoI by applying binarization
over the original image. The corresponding coordinates are also saved for training. Some of the acquired samples with the
annotated bounding boxes over the image are shown in first row of Figure 3.

FKPSegNet follows the U-Net architecture [56] that consists of a contacting and an expansive path. The contracting
path consists of series of convolutional layers followed by max-pool layer. On the other hand, the expansive path takes the
output of contracting path and puts it through a series of transposed convolutional and up-sampling layers. The high-level
features from the contracting path are concatenated with the corresponding up-sampled features in the decoder using merge
connections. U-Net is commonly used in applications involving segmentation of medical images. When FKP images are
given to the standard U-Net for segmenting out the RoI, the output was irregular and blurry. It was because of the presence of
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Figure 4: Architecture of the FKPSegNet. The orange blocks depict the pair of Convolutional layers with the number of filters denoted by ’f’. The green
and blue blocks represent the max-pool and transposed-convolutional layers respectively. The output of max-pool and transposed convolutional layer is
concatenated in the decoder, using a merge connection denoted by dashed arrows.

occlusion, pose and scale variation that gets introduced in the images while acquiring them in an uncontrolled environment.
This limitation is addressed in this paper by proposing to use stacked hourglass network in between the contracting and
expansive path. Hourglass network [57] includes a residual module that works on the feature vector unlike the U-Net, which
takes a complete image as an input. The residual module uses convolutional operation to learn high-level features but it is also
capable of retaining the original information with the use of skip connections. It has symmetric topology so that the features
are extracted and consolidated across various image scales and resolutions. The output of the hourglass network is of the same
size as that of its input feature vector. Therefore, we can say that hourglass network only changes the depth of the data without
altering its size.

FKPSegNet has three parts viz., contracting path (CP ), expansive path (EP ) and the hourglass network (H). The con-
tracting path (CP ) aims to learn salient and discriminating features (f ) corresponding to its input i.e. the masked image (M ).
The CP consists of a pair of convolutional layers having filter size of 3× 3 and stride of 1, followed by ReLU activation and
lastly, a maxpool layer having size = 2× 2 and stride=2. This block is repeated three times with different filter sizes of 16, 32
and 64. Unlike the standard U-Net, three hourglass networks are stacked over each other and are introduced in the bottleneck
of U-Net for better RoI segmentation. Therefore, the output of CP is then passed to the hourglass network (H). Each hour-
glass consists of an encoder and decoder that has four residual modules connected in sequential manner. The architecture of a
single hourglass network is shown in Figure 5. After passing the feature vector f through three hourglass networks, the output
is given to the EP . The expansive path consists of pair of transposed convolution layers with filter size of 3× 3 followed by
an up-sampling layer. This block is repeated three times followed by a 1× 1 convolutional layer. The output of each block is
concatenated with the corresponding feature map in the contracting path using a merge connection. The output of 1× 1 layer
in the expansive path is a probable area that is likely to contain the knuckle area or RoI. The block diagram of FKPSegNet is
shown in Figure 4.
FKPSegNet Training and Architecture Justification. The training of the proposed FKPSegNet commences with training
of U-Net without any hourglass networks in the bottleneck. As mentioned, the prediction of this network was irregular and
blurred. Therefore, three stacked hourglass networks are introduced in the bottleneck of the U-Net. The hourglass network
compresses the feature representation to more number of scales to give a more precise segmentation of the RoI. The network
makes use of long skip connections between the contracting and expansive path to facilitate easy gradient flow which may get
vanished because of the deep network design. Each hourglass is able to capture the scale, viewpoint, and occlusion invariant
features. Introducing multiple hourglass networks enabled the learning of such features more effectively thus, making the
segmentation prediction more accurate. Therefore, to improve the segmentation capabilities, stacked design has used. But,
using stacked hourglass can result in vanishing gradient problem as the network gets deeper. To avoid that, residual units
have been used in the hourglass itself to allow easy flow of gradient. Since the hourglass network is very deep, it results in
shrinking of feature vector to a very small size. This may result in loss of spatial information. To account for this problem,
long and short skip connections have been used in the hourglass network. Lastly, the complete network with stacked hourglass
is trained with the pre-trained weights of the previously trained network.
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Figure 5: Architecture of the hourglass network (H)

3.2. Feature Vector Construction

Feature vector construction is an important step before indexing of a biometric database is carried out because discrimi-
nating ability of the feature vector decides the performance of indexing and further, the identification process. The key here
is that the feature vectors of the same class should be closer to each other in the latent space representation than the feature
vectors belonging to different classes. This paper makes use of specialized autoencoders for learning feature vectors from
FKP images. Autoencoders [58] are feed-forward networks that aim at learning a feature vector representation such that when
up-sampled, it is able to reconstruct the original image. It is achieved by minimizing the pixel-wise reconstruction loss that is
computed between the output and the original image. However, it has been seen that the reconstruction loss does not ensure the
discriminating ability of the learned representations [59]. Therefore, this paper proposes an autoencoder based learning tech-
nique that aims not just at minimizing the reconstruction loss but also ensures that the mutual information between the input
sample and its corresponding latent representation is also preserved. The proposed technique also incorporates classification
loss that further ascertains that the learned feature vector has high inter-class and low intra-class dissimilarity.

The proposed technique consists of three sub-networks viz. Encoder, Decoder and Classification network. The encoder
takes FKP images as input and passes it through a series of convolutional layers followed by max-pool layer to learn a
latent representation that has its salient and discriminating features. The latent representation is given to the decoder which
up-samples them and tries to reconstruct the original image. But, as mentioned before that the reconstruction loss has no
considerable impact on making the latent representations discriminating [60]. Also, reconstructing the original image from
the latent representation is not sole purpose of this study. The aim is to learn such feature vectors that have high intra-class
and low inter-class similarity. Therefore, some other parameters should be also be considered along with reconstruction loss
to make the learned latent representations more discriminating. To do so, this paper proposes to establish a relationship
between the input FKP sample and its corresponding latent representation. This ensures that the learned latent representations
preserves the discriminating features and the decoder could be used as a discriminator that tells if the latent representation is
distinctive or not. Lastly, a classification network is added with the autoencoder that aims at developing a relationship between
the latent representation and its label or class so that intra-class distance among samples is reduced and the intra-class distance
is enhanced. This ensures that the relationship between samples in the database is effectively utilized. To understand the
working of these three networks, let us assume X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} be a set of input FKP images and Z = {z1, z2, ..., zn}
denotes a set of learned latent representations corresponding to the input images.
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3.2.1. Encoder
Let EwE

be the encoder that learns feature vector zi for an FKP image xi. As discussed earlier, the encoder in the autoen-
coder network learns a compressed feature representation of the input image to minimize the reconstruction loss between the
input and the reconstructed image. Minimizing the reconstruction loss encourages the latent representation to retain salient
representations of any input image. However, it does not fundamentally imply that the learned representation contains the
optimal number of unique characteristics to the sample. Therefore, the autoencoder is regularized by considering the mutual
information between the input sample and the latent representation along with the reconstruction loss in the objective function.
The mutual information (MI) between xi and zi is maximum when the distribution of X and Z is the same. We can utilize
any distribution similarity measure to compute the mutual information. This paper computes the mutual information between
X and Z as,

MI(X,Z) =

∫
Z

∫
X

p(x, z) log
p(x, z)

p(x) p(z)
dx dz (1)

where, p(x, z) is the joint probability density function, and p(x) and p(z) is the marginal probability density function respec-
tively. The joint probability p(x, z) is equivalent to p(z|x) p(x), where p(x) and p(z|x) denote distribution of input images
and latent representations generated with respect to the input samples respectively. By substituting this value to Eq.(1) we get,

MI(X,Z) =

∫
Z

∫
X

p(z|x) p(x) log p(z|x) p(x)
p(x) p(z)

dx dz (2)

The above equation is equivalent to computing the KL-divergence [61] between the two probability distributions p(z|x) p(x)
and p(x) p(z). Therefore mutual information in terms of KL-divergence is as below.

MI(X,Z) = KL(p(z|x) p(x) || p(x) p(z)) (3)

KL-divergence can take any value between zero to infinity. Zero value indicates that the two distributions are similar,
while the infinity denotes entangled distributions. The upper bound of KL-divergence tends to infinity [62] especially for
the MI term where the distribution of X can be unpredictable. To handle this during the optimization, a bounded measure of
distribution similarity, such as JS-divergence [63], is a better choice. By replacing KL-divergence with JS-divergence, Eq.(3)
takes the following form.

MI(X,Z) = JS(p(z|x) p(x)||p(x) p(z)) (4)

Mathematically, the JS-divergence between any two probability distributions a(t) and b(t) is defined as,

JS(a(t)||b(t)) =
1

2

∫
T

[
a(t) log

2 a(t)

a(t) + b(t)
+ b(t) log

2 b(t)

a(t) + b(t))

]
dt (5)

The variational estimation of JS-divergence has been proposed in [64]. It is introduced to utilize a discriminator, D(x), in
the autoencoder that can determine the relationship between the latent representation and the input sample. The discriminator
is trained by showing a negative association of an input FKP sample with the learned representation. For that, a negative
association is generated, denoted by ẑi, by shuffling xi’s learned latent representation zi. This is inspired from negative
sampling estimation [65] which uses a discriminator to understand the underlying distribution of the input samples. The
discriminator takes a tuple containing the input FKP image and a latent representation which could be its learned one or the
generated fake one. The pair of xi and zi is referred to as a positive pair while that of xi and ẑi is a negative pair. The
discriminator is trained to differentiate between the positive and the negative pair. Let a(t) and b(t) denote real and fake
distributions respectively, then variational estimation of Eq.(5) changes to,

JS(a(t)||b(t)) = max
D

(E(t∼a(t))[log D(t)] + E
(t∼b(t))[log(1− D(t))]) (6)

Replacing a(t) and b(t) with p(z|x) p(x) and p(z) p(x) respectively in the above equation and substituting value of JS(.)
in Eq.(4). This loss term, given in Eq.(7), needs to be maximized as it represents the mutual information between the input
sample and the learned latent representation. Here, the first term, (x, z) ∼ p(z|x) p(x), denotes that x and z form a positive
pair i.e. z is coming from x. While, the second term (x, z) ∼ p(z)p(x), indicates that they are not correlated and coming
from different distributions and thus, forms a negative pair.
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Figure 6: Architecture of the encoder network in FKPIndexNet

L
MI

= max
(
E

(x,z)∼p(z|x) p(x)[log D(x, z)] + E
(x,z)∼p(z) p(x)[log(1− D(x, z))]

)
(7)

The intra-class similarity among the feature representations also plays a major role in increasing their discriminating abil-
ity. Therefore, along with maximization of the mutual information, the localization of the learned feature representations
should be maximized. It can be achieved by making them obey a prior known distribution function, such as Gaussian distri-
bution. Let the Gaussian distribution be denoted by q(z). The distribution of feature representation space p(z) is regularized
by minimizing the KL-divergence between p(z) and q(z). Therefore, the second component of the loss function, L

KL
, that

needs to be minimized, is given as below.

L
KL

= min

(∫
Z

p(z) log
p(z)

q(z)
dz

)
(8)

Both the requirements mentioned above need to be addressed by the encoder. However, the optimization objectives of both
the terms is opposite. The first component, L

MI
, that denotes mutual information between the input sample and the learned

latent representation, needs to be maximized. While the second component, L
KL

, that regularizes the latent representation
space has to be minimized. The total loss function of the encoder LE is devised by having a linear combination of L

MI
and

L
KL

. Constant values of γ and β are used to weigh both the loss components and thus, loss function becomes,

LE = −γ(E
(x,z)∼p(z|x) p(x)[log D(x, z)] + E

(x,z)∼p(z) p(x)[log(1− D(x, z))])

+β(Ez∼p[KL(p(z) || q(z))]) (9)

Encoder Architecture: The encoder in the FKPIndexNet consists of two components. The first component has three blocks
having a series of convolutional layers. These layers make use of large sized asymmetric filters instead of the conventional
symmetric filters. Small sized kernels produced varying activation maps and the learned feature embeddings were showing
high inter-class similarity. Therefore, large sized filters are used to capture the non-rigid distortions in the FKP images. The
reason of using asymmetrical filters is to learn line-based features found in a finger-knuckle-print sample. The lines in the
FKP sample are horizontally aligned. Therefore, horizontal kernels of size 3 × 9, 3 × 7 and 3 × 5 are used to learn features
from the knuckle lines. However, vertical filters of size 9×3, 7×3 and 5×3 are used to establish spatial relationship between
the knuckle lines. The input image is passed through first convolutional layer that has one horizontal and one vertical filter
of size 3 × 9 and 9 × 3 respectively. The output feature vectors from both the filters are concatenated to form a combined
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Algorithm 1 Indexing the extracted feature vectors

Require: Embedded feature space (fX)
Ensure: Index table I

1: for every FKP image xi do
2: Extract feature fxi = ewe(xi) using the trained network
3: Append fxi to fX
4: Apply clustering (k-means) or hashing (BallTree/LSH)

on embedded feature space fX till convergence
5: for each cluster center cci (k-means) or hash value hi

(BallTree/LSH) do
6: Create an entry in index table I.T. with index = mj

or hj where j is the number of indices.
7: Put ID of all FKP samples with their corresponding

feature vectors in the bucket of mj or hj in I.T.
8: return I.T

Algorithm 2 Retrieval (I.T.,Q)

Require: I.T.: Index table, Q: probe FKP images set
1: for each query FKP sample qi ∈ Q do
2: Extract the latent representation, fqi
3: for each bucket representative in I.T. do
4: Compute cosine similarity between hash value

(hj or mj) and fqi .
5: Create a table S with hj or mj and its corre-

sponding cosine similarity score with fqi .
6: Find the maximum score value in S.
7: Retrieve IDs stored in the selected bin to get candi-

date list C for matching.
8: return C

output. The concatenated feature vector is subject to a max-pool layer. Three such blocks with varying filter sizes are used
in a sequence. After the third block, the output feature vector is capable of capturing discriminating yet salient features from
the finger-knuckle-print and the distortions are no longer prominent. Therefore, this is followed by a series of convolutional
layers with smaller filter size and lastly, a global average pooling layer. The output of global average pooling layer is flattened
to output a 512-d feature vector that best represents the input FKP sample. This feature vector is fed to the decoder. The
architectural diagram of the encoder network is shown in Figure 6.

3.2.2. Decoder
The aim of the decoder network is to reconstruct the original image corresponding to the input latent representation. The

input to the decoder network is the latent representation (zi ∈ Z) and the output is a reconstructed image (x̂i). The network
is trained to minimize the pixel-wise mean squared error, also known as the reconstruction loss, between xi and x̂i over all
the image samples. If there are N number of samples in the training set, the reconstruction loss (Lr) is defined as given in
Eq.(10).

Lr =
1

N

N∑
i=1

‖DwD
(EwE

(xi))− xi‖22

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

‖x̂i − xi‖22

(10)

where, wD and wE are the weights of decoder and encoder respectively and ||.||22 denotes the euclidean distance between
both the inputs. The reconstruction loss depends on two factors which are, distribution of the latent representations and
the reconstruction ability of the decoder network. However, the discriminative ability of the features is more important
for indexing than their reconstruction ability. It has been seen that more often the data contains nuisance factors such as,
illumination and occlusion in the FKP images. These factors are not relevant in the prediction process but they may interfere
with the feature extraction process. This may result in the less efficient feature embeddings because of capturing unnecessary
information which could be in the form of associating illumination with a class of images etc. One solution to this problem
is to make the network learn a set of such factors that are irrelevant to the prediction. This can be done by training the
network on augmented dataset that covers all the irrelevant information. This is a good solution but it would make the network
robust to only the seen variations which would be limited in number. Therefore, the network performs poorly on the data
containing unseen nuisances. Another solution is to train the network to get rid of the nuisance factors from the learned latent
representations [66]. Models trained in this way become robust by exclusion rather than inclusion thus, performing well even
on the unseen nuisances. Let fxi be a set of features that defines the predictability of xi and f̂xi denotes the set that contains
irrelevant features. Then, the latent representation (zi) contains all the information that is required to predict the class of
xi and ẑi contains all the irrelevant information which is not presented to the system thus, avoiding learning of inaccurate
associations.
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Figure 7: Segmented finger-knuckle-print images taken from IITD FKP database.

A noisy transformer (ω) is incorporated in the autoencoder network to generate a noisy latent representation (ẑi), corre-
sponding to each zi. Both the representations are then passed to the decoder network that constructs xzi and xẑi . The decoder
network is trained by minimizing the relative reconstruction loss between both the outputs. Along with this, the standard
reconstruction loss is also minimized between xi and xzi to ensure the correct working of the decoder network. The total loss
of the decoder can be written as given in Eq.(11).

LD =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
‖xẑi − xzi‖

2
2 + ‖xzi − xi‖

2
2

)
(11)

The autoencoder is trained by minimizing the summation of LE , reconstruction loss and relative reconstruction loss as
explained above. Let wE and wD be the parameters of encoder and decoder respectively, the total loss of autoencoder network
Lae can be defined as:

Lae = min
wE ,wD

(LE + LD) (12)

3.2.3. Classification Network
The loss function Lae results in learning of feature embeddings for FKP samples that have high inter-class dissimilarity.

However, this does not ensure that the intra-class similarity among the embeddings is maximized. The classification network
is utilized in order to reduce the intra-class distance among the latent representations. This is achieved by associating the
latent representation with a class i.e. labelling a latent representation with a subject ID to which it belongs. After training
the autoencoder to minimize the loss given in Eq.(12), the parameters wE and wD are taken as initial parameters for the
classification network. Further, the classification network is trained with the parameters of the autoencoder. The classification
loss can be written in terms of latent representation by modifying the last term in Eq.(9) as,

Ex∼p(x)[KL(p(z)||q(z)] = Ex∼p(x)[KL(p(l, z)|x)||q(l, z)] (13)

where l is the label of the feature vector z, p((l, z)|x) = p(l|z)p(z|x) and q(l, z) = q(z|l)q(l). It should be noted that the
distribution q(z|l) is a normal distribution with mean and variance being equal to l and 1 respectively. The three networks are
combined and trained together in an end-to-end manner by minimizing the linear combination of LE , LD and LC respectively.

LFKPIndexNet = min
wE ,wD,wC

(LE + LD + LC) (14)

3.3. Indexing

In the proposed technique, each FKP image is represented by a feature vector of fixed length, extracted from the proposed
network (FKPIndexNet). Traditional identification process compares the probe sample’s feature vector with all the templates
that are stored in the database to establish its identity. This implies that the computation time would grow linearly with in-
crease in the size of the database. Hence, it becomes important to look out for techniques that could reduce the number of
comparisons without compromising on accuracy of the identification process. The aim of indexing phase is to associate the
extracted feature vectors to an index and storing them with their respective samples in an index table. To create the index
table I.T. for FKP database, three techniques viz. 1) k-means clustering [67], 2) BallTree hashing [68] and Locality Sensitive
Hashing (LSH) [69] have been explored and implemented on the obtained feature vectors set (fX). These techniques would
group the samples in a way that the similar ones stay together in the same group and dissimilar ones would lie in different
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Figure 8: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve of the pro-
posed technique on the considered datasets.

Parameters PolyU-FKP [71] IITD FKP [72]

No. of subjects 660 158
Gallery samples 3960 316
Probe samples 3960 473
No. of genuine matchings 23763 948
No. of imposter matchings 15661794 148836
Total no. of matchings 15685557 149784

Equal Error Rate 2.76% 1.72%
Accuracy 97.25% 93.67%
Decidability Index 2.68 3.27

Table 1: Database specification with their recognition performance
achieved by the proposed technique.

groups. k-means outputs clusters while BallTree hashing and LSH partitions the search space. Therefore, the cluster centers
or the hash of a group would serve as the index for all the samples lying in the considered cluster or partition. All the three
indexing techniques have been explained below. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for indexing process.

k-means Clustering: The objective of k-means clustering algorithm is to partition a set of feature vectors, fx1 , fx2 , ..., fxN

into ’k’ disjoint groups c1, c2, ..., ck. It brings the similar feature vectors together while separating those that are different.
Each group or cluster would have a representative data point also known as mean of all the feature vectors. The algorithm
starts by initializing ’k’ centers using k-means++ initialization. k-means is a distance-based clustering and therefore, computes
euclidean distance of each feature vector fxi

from all the centersm1,m2, ...,mk. A point fxi
is assigned the closest cluster i.e.

one with the least euclidean distance. The cluster centers are calculated by finding the mean of all the feature vectors assigned
to it and it is updated after every iteration. The error is computed in each iteration using Eq.(15). This is repeated till no
further change in cluster assignment is observed or maximum number of iterations have been exhausted. After convergence,
the cluster centers are stored as hash values in the index table and the FKP IDs along with their feature vectors that lie in a
particular cluster are stored corresponding to it.

Ek−means =

k∑
j=1

∑
(fxi

)ε cj

‖fxi
−mj‖ (15)

Silhouette coefficient [70] is a deciding factor to determine the ideal number of clusters for a database. It is a met-
ric that evaluates the goodness of a clustering technique at k number of clusters. Mathematically, it is defined as (d2 −
d1)/max(d1, d2) where d1 and d2 refer to the average intra-cluster and inter-cluster distance, respectively. Intra-class dis-
tance refers to the average distance computed between all pairs of data points lying in the same cluster. On the other hand,
inter-class distance refers to the average distance computed between data points lying in different clusters. The value of
silhouette coefficient lies between −1 to +1 with +1 indicating well-separated clusters. To determine the ideal number of
clusters in this work, the silhouette coefficient for various values of k was computed. It was experimentally observed that its
value is highest at k = 60. This became the initial point for finding the suitable value k for the indexing approach. Further,
k-means was implemented for all values in the range interval of [5, 85] with a gap of 10. It was empirically determined that
indexing performance was best at k = 65 for the considered databases.

BallTree Hashing [68]: BallTree is a space-partitioning algorithm that divides the data points in hyperspheres or 2-D circular
space. A partition is represented by center (centerj) and diameter (dj) of the circular segment. A data point (xi) is said to be
belonging to a segment (sj) if the euclidean distance between xi and centerj is less than the radius i.e. ||xi − centerj || < dj

2 .
Graphically, a ball-tree is represented as a binary tree in which each node depicts a partition. Considering two nodes n1 and
n2, if n1 is child of n2, then the segment s2 is sub-segment of s1. Initially, ball-tree contains just one node and all the
data points are assigned to this node. After that, partitioning of tree is initiated by following a divide and conquer approach.
For a segment (sj), the partitioning procedure works as follow. 1) The farthest data point from centerj is selected and is
assigned to the left node of sj . It is denoted by sjL 2) Now, the farthest data point from sj

L is found out and it becomes
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Table 2: Penetration rates (%) at different hit rate when BallTree and LSH have been applied on PolyU-FKP database and IITD FKP database (Lower is
better).

BallTree Hashing
Hit Rate (%) PolyU-FKP IITD FKP

70 15.70 46.20
75 20.50 49.78
80 26.13 54.00
85 33.96 57.17
90 44.92 60.33
95 63.18 62.86

100 98.96 66.45

Locality Sensitive Hashing
Hit Rate (%) PolyU-FKP IITD FKP

70 - -
75 - -
80 0.025 -
85 0.05 -
90 0.23 -
95 1.21 -

100 3.42 0.32

right child (sjR) of sj . 3) The data points in sj are assigned to either of the left and right segment based on which of sjL or
sj
R is closer to the considered data point. 4) These sub-partitions are allocated to child nodes of nj , njL and njR respectively.

Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [69]: Hashing techniques have also been explored in literature for faster retrieval. The
objective of LSH function is to map high dimensional data (feature vectors) to a dense lower-dimensional representation
such that the feature vectors that are similar to each other are mapped in the same bin in lower dimensional space with high
probability. The main aim of LSH is to maximize the probability of a collision for similar items i.e putting the similar items
in the same bin or bucket. LSH works by taking scalar product (h( ~fqi)) of the query feature vector ( ~fqi ) with a random vector
component (~r) that is chosen randomly from a set of vectors following Gaussian distribution. The dot product is quantized
into a set of hash bins with the objective that all the nearby feature vectors should lie in the same bin, as shown in Eq.(16). In
this equation, w is the quantization width, x is a random variable lying between 0 and w.

hr,x(~qi) =

⌊
~r · ~fxi

+ x

w

⌋
(16)

Two conditions must be satisfied so as to serve our purpose of reducing the number of comparisons. These are as follows.
1) There should be high probability of two feature vectors fx1

and fx2
, that are close to each other, to lie in the same bin.

2) Contrary to (1), there should be less probability of two dis-similar feature vectors (fx1
and fx3

) to lie in the same bin.
Mathematically, these are illustrated as given in Eq.(17) and Eq.(18) respectively.

P [h(fx1) = h(fx2)] ≥ p1 for ‖fx1 , fx2‖ ≤ d1 (17)

In these equations, fx1
, fx2

and fx3
are feature vectors and d1 and d2 is the distance between fx1

and fx2
and fx1

and
fx3 respectively. ‖·‖ is the euclidean distance between two vectors and we have considered that d2 > d1. After implementing
LSH on the set of feature vectors generated by the trained model, we get a data structure that consists of hash value and all its
nearby candidates’ IDs in one row.

P [h(fx1
) = h(fx3

)] ≤ p2 for ‖fx1
, fx3
‖ ≥ a.d1 = d2 (18)

3.4. Retrieval
The output of indexing step is an index table with each feature vector being associated with an index in the table. The table

is created in a way that the similar feature vectors tend to fall in the same bucket and those that are different lie in different
buckets. The objective of the retrieval stage is to output a suitable list of candidates for comparison with the probe FKP image.
The output candidate list is expected to be small when compared to the size of the database for an efficient identification
process. When a query FKP image, qi, is shown to the identification system, it is passed to the FKPIndexNet for feature
extraction. The feature vector obtained corresponding to the probe image, denoted by, fqi , is compared with every index in
I.T., where the size of the index table is equal to the number of clusters (k-means clustering) or number of partitions (BallTree
or LSH). The index having maximum similarity with the probe feature vector is selected for candidate set generation. Hence,
all the candidates IDs along with their feature vectors lying in the selected index are retrieved for similarity computation with
the probe image qi. A score list (S) consisting of similarity score for qi with the candidates in the list is obtained. S is sorted
in descending order and the rank of Qi’s true match is obtained. This is repeated for every probe image that is shown to the
system for identification. This may happen that a probe’s true match is not found in the selected index. To handle this issue,
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Table 3: Penetration rates (%) at different hit rate against number of clusters (k) on PolyU-FKP database and IITD FKP database (Lower is better).

PolyU-FKP
H.R. (%) k=5 k=25 k=45 k=65 k=85

70 0.90 4.59 3.40 2.97 3.10
75 1.79 5.60 4.84 3.88 3.90
80 5.37 7.19 6.36 5.40 5.05
85 16.74 10.22 8.98 7.77 7.22
90 23.81 14.89 13.93 11.64 10.83
95 38.81 23.61 23.98 21.81 19.45

100 89.97 95.75 90.15 85.30 86.21

IITD FKP
H.R. (%) k=5 k=25 k=45 k=65 k=85

70 11.07 12.02 11.6 11.39 12.02
75 13.92 14.24 14.24 13.92 14.24
80 18.98 16.45 16.45 16.45 17.08
85 21.83 20.25 19.62 20.25 19.93
90 25.63 24.36 24.05 25.31 24.68
95 37.02 34.17 33.86 34.17 34.17
100 60.44 57.59 57.91 57.91 58.86

the retrieval algorithm will refer to the neighboring bins in the index table. That is, the next best cluster center or partition will
be selected and its candidates are fetched for similarity computation with the probe image. This shall be repeated till a true
match is found. This process makes identification a constant time operation as the size of the retrieved candidate list is fixed.

4. Experimental Results

This section gives details about experimental setting such as the databases and evaluation parameters that have been
considered for evaluating the proposed approach along with an overview of the training and testing protocol. The proposed
approach is evaluated on both the grounds of authentication application i.e. recognition and identification. First, the extracted
features are used for evaluating the verification system followed by identification performance after the database has been
indexed using the proposed approach.

4.1. Database

To validate the performance of proposed approach for indexing FKP datasets, experiments have been conducted on two
publicly available datasets viz. Hong Kong PolyU Finger Knuckle Print (PolyU-FKP) [73, 71] and IIT Delhi Finger Knuckle
database (IITD FKP) [72, 34]. Details about the two databases are provided below. Some of the sample images from both the
databases have been shown in Figure 7.
PolyU-FKP: Hong Kong PolyU Finger Knuckle Print database (PolyU-FKP) is a large scale knuckle image database [73, 71]
that been acquired in contactless setup using a simple hand-held camera. There are 503 subjects, out of which some have
provided FKP samples from both the hands resulting in 660 classes. This paper considers 12 FKP images per class and
utilized first six for training and the remaining for testing. Therefore, in total there are 7,920 images FKP images in our
database. All the images are in bitmap format and the resolution of RoI samples is 50× 100 pixels.
IITD FKP: IITD FKP Database consists of 790 FKP images collected from 158 individuals between August,2006 and June,
2007. All the subjects are aged between 16 to 55 years. The images are in bitmap (.bmp) format and have resolution of
80× 100 pixels.

4.2. Testing Protocol

Different training-testing strategies have been employed for FKP identification since both the databases contain different
number of images. For PolyU-FKP database, images collected during the first session i.e. first 6 images have been used for
training the network while the remaining 6 images have been used as query images for testing. On the other hand, first two
images from the IITD FKP database have been used for training and remaining 3 images have been used for testing. The
details regarding the training and testing split is also given in Table 1.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation of the proposed approach is done in two ways. As specified earlier, the performance of indexing and
identification would depend on the quality of learned feature vectors. Therefore, before proceeding to the identification, we
first evaluate the quality of feature vectors using Accuracy, Equal Error Rate (EER) and Decidability Index (D.I.) of the
recognition system. To compute these, each test sample was matched with each sample in the train partition to compute
genuine and imposter matching scores. A genuine match is when matching is done between samples belonging to the same
class or palm. It is called an imposter match if both the samples belong to different palms. The aforementioned parameters
are used to evaluate the performance of any biometric verification system. The performance of an identification system
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Figure 9: Graph showing hit rate (%) vs. penetration rate (%) achieved by different indexing techniques on the considered databases.

is evaluated in terms of correct recognition rate (CRR), hit rate (HR), penetration rate (PR) and Cumulative Match Curve
(CMC). All these are described below.
Equal Error Rate: False acceptance rate (FAR) is the number of imposter matches that got accepted by the system out
of total number of samples shown to the system. Whereas, False Rejection Rate (FRR) is the ratio of the genuine samples
that got rejected by the system. Equal error rate (EER) is the point where FAR becomes equal to FRR. It can be written as
EER = nFA

nIM , where nFA is the total number of samples that got falsely accepted out of the total number of testing samples
that were matched from different class (nIM ).

Decidability Index: It refers to the separation between genuine and imposter scores. Let mean of the genuine scores. DI is
defined as DI = µG−µI

σ2
G−σ2

I
, where µ(.) and σ(.) denotes mean and standard deviation of either genuine or imposter scores.

Accuracy: Accuracy of a recognition system is defined as number of correctly recognized samples out of total queries made
to the system. Mathematically it can be expressed as, Accuracy = max(100− FAR+FRR

2 ).

Correct Recognition Rate: CRR is defined as the rank-1 recognition rate i.e. number of queries that have got their true match
at the rank-1. If nCR is the number of correctly recognized queries at rank-1 out of total nQ queries made to the system, then
CRR can be defined as CRR = nCR

nQ .

Hit Rate: During identification, a query or probe image is referred to as correctly identified if one of the retrieved candidates
belongs to the same identity as that of probe image. Therefore, Hit Rate (HR) is defined as the ratio of correctly identified
queries (nCIQ) with respect to the total number of queries made to the system (nQ). It can be written as, Hit Rate = nCIQ

nQ .

Penetration Rate: It is the percentage of the database that needs to be retrieved for correct identification of the query im-
age. If nQ number of queries are made to the system and for each query i, Ci number of candidates are retrieved from
a total of D templates, where D corresponds to the size of the database. Then, penetration rate (PR) can be defined as,
Penetration Rate = 1

nQ

∑nQ
i=1

Ci

D .

Cumulative Match Curve: CMC gauges identification performance of the system at a given rank. It is a graphical represen-
tation showing relationship between identification probability and rank. In other words, it denotes the total number of queries
that got correctly identified at a rank.

4.4. Results

To validate the performance of the proposed approach, results are computed for both verification and identification system.
Firstly, the quality of the learned features are computed because it is their discriminative ability that determines the perfor-
mance of the indexing module. Therefore, the recognition results are listed followed by indexing performance based on two
different techniques namely, k-means clustering, BallTree hashing and LSH.
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Figure 10: CMC showing relationship between identification probability and rank for PolyU-FKP and IITD FKP datasets when identification is done using
the proposed indexing technique.

4.4.1. Recognition Performance
To evaluate the verification performance of the proposed approach, we have computed Accuracy, EER and DI of the

system. To compute these parameters, each sample in the test partition is matched with all the samples in the training partition.
The detail regarding the number of matchings comprising of genuine and imposter matchings is given in Table 1. In the table,
gallery images refer to training split as these are the images that are indexed while probe samples refer to the testing split as
these images would be sent to the identification system for querying. The proposed technique achieved Accuracy = 97.25%,
EER = 2.76% and DI = 2.68 on PolyU-FKP and Accuracy=93.67%, EER = 1.72% and DI = 3.27 on IITD FKP dataset.
Although, the verification performance is not the main aim of this study but the proposed technique is able to achieve high
accuracy with less EER thus, indicating high discriminating and representative ability of the learned feature vectors. Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC) of the proposed approach on all the considered datasets is shown in Figure 8.

4.4.2. Indexing Performance
Indexing performance of the proposed technique on PolyU-FKP and IITD FKP database has been evaluated in terms of hit

rate and penetration rate. A high value of hit rate with lower value of penetration rate is expected for a good indexing technique.
k-means clustering, BallTree hashing and LSH have been utilized for index table creation. BallTree hashing performs poorly
as compared to other two techniques. It achieves 63.18% and 62.86% penetration rate at 95% hit rate on PolyU-FKP and IITD
FKP database respectively. The results are shown in Table 2. In k-means clustering, the number of clusters have been varied
between 5 to 85 with a difference of 10 to observe the effect of cluster number on hit rate and penetration rate. Hit rate and
penetration rate w.r.t. different number of clusters, when k-means has been implemented for indexing, are reported in Table 3.
It can be observed that the optimal value of penetration rates for different hit rate can be attained when number of clusters
were fixed at 65. After this value, the penetration rate again started to increase. It can be observed that to get 100% hit rate,
only 85.30% and 57.91% of the PolyU-FKP and IITD FKP database needs to be retrieved. FKPIndexNet with LSH gives the
best performance among the three techniques. When index table is created using LSH, a penetration rate of 3.42% and 0.32%
for PolyU-FKP and IITD FKP database respectively is required at 100% hit rate. This means only 3.42% and 0.32% of the
considered databases are required to be 100% sure that the true match can be found in the retrieved candidate list. The results
have been documented in a table for both the datasets as shown in Table 2.

A graph depicting hit rate vs. penetration rate relationship for all the three techniques corresponding to both the datasets is
shown in Figure 9. The graph clearly shows that LSH performs better than the remaining two approaches and attains a very low
penetration rate on both the datasets. Therefore, LSH is selected for index table creation and further, for identification process.
The performance of closed set identification system can be summarized using CMC. The CMCs are plotted for PolyU-FKP
and IITD FKP databases and is shown in Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b) respectively. The graphs portray the relationship
between identification probability obtained at various ranks by the proposed technique. It is evident from the graphs that LSH
gives better identification probability than k-means clustering and BallTree hashing when the features are extracted using the
proposed technique. Rank-1 identification rate was also computed to determine the number of correctly identified queries at
the top most rank. It was found out that rank-1 identification rate of PolyU-FKP database was 61.9%, 17.65% and 89.69%
when BallTree hashing, k-means clustering and LSH respectively were implemented. However, the obtained values on IITD-
FKP was 1.2%, 16.45% and 17.41% respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that the maximum number of queries were
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Table 4: Comparison of penetration rate (%) at specific hit rates with existing work on PolyU-FKP database. (Lower is better)

Technique / Hit Rate 97% 99% 100%
Database: PolyU-FKP

BallTree hashing [68] 74.01% 90.17% 98.96%
Geometric Hashing (SIFT) [55] 40.41% 94.07% -
k-means clustering [67] 32.56% 67.03% 85.3%
Proposed: FKPIndexNet 0.02% 0.02% 0.02%

Database: IITD-FKP
BallTree hashing [68] 65.61% 66.03% 66.45%
k-means clustering [67] 43.67% 46.83% 49.05%
Proposed: FKPIndexNet 0.32% 0.32% 0.32%

correctly identified at rank-1 when FKPIndexNet with LSH is implemented to index the considered databases. The proposed
indexing technique generates a fixed size candidate list. Therefore, the time required for identification becomes constant.
Indexing Performance Comparative Analysis: A geometric hashing based technique that uses SIFT features for indexing
FKP database has been proposed by Jayaraman et al. [55]. This technique has used a different training-testing protocol i.e.
11 images of each subject have been used for training and the last image has been used as the probe image. The comparison
between both the techniques is shown in Table 4. The values in the cells refers to the penetration rate for different values of
Hit Rate for both the techniques. It can be seen that even though the proposed technique (FKPIndexNet) uses a more strict
training-testing protocol, it performs better than the state-of-the-art technique. The proposed technique with LSH requires
3.33% penetration rate at 97% hit rate on PolyU-FKP database. While, it has been seen that geometric hashing requires
40.41% of the database for 97% hit rate. This is 12 times less database that needs to be seen for 97% hit rate. The time
required for identification is also an important measure to gauge the performance of the proposed method. To do so, the
retrieval time has been computed in two scenarios- without indexing and with indexing the database. It has been observed that
the time required for identification for a probe image Qi with indexing is approximately 21 times lesser than the time required
using the linear search.
Time analysis: A time-based analysis is conducted to evaluate the performance of the identification process while using the
indexed database and with exhaustive search, in which the query sample is compared with all the templates of the database.
The comparison is done in terms of speedup to determine the reduction in identification time while using generated candidate
list over the complete database. Running time is computed for only the retrieval stage wherein the suitable candidates are
retrieved for comparison with the query image. The time required for RoI segmentation, pre-processing and feature extraction
are common even for exhaustive search. Additionally, the index table generation is an offline and one-time process and
therefore, time for these components are not taken into account for computing the speedup. The proposed technique requires
168.98 seconds and 2.16 seconds when identification is performed with the naive approach i.e. exhaustive search on PolyU-
FKP and IITD FKP database respectively. However, this time reduced to only 14.64 seconds and 0.47 seconds, respectively,
when the considered FKP databases are indexed using FKPIndexNet with LSH. BallTree hashing and k-means clustering
required 18.76 and 0.54 seconds on PolyU-FKP and 20.31 and 0.80 seconds on IITD-FKP database respectively. Table 5
shows a comparison of the identification time taken for a query FKP with and without indexing on the considered databases.
It can be observed that a speedup of 11 and 4 times is obtained when identification is done using the indexed PolyU-FKP and
IITD FKP database respectively.

Table 5: Time required (in seconds) for the query FKP identification using the proposed indexing technique and exhaustive search (PC comparison).

Database Non-Indexed k-means [67] BallTree [68] LSH [69]
PolyU-FKP [71] 168.98 20.31 18.76 14.64
IITD FKP [72] 2.16 0.80 0.54 0.47

4.4.3. Ablation Study
The proposed technique generates an index table using the learned features of the FKP images. The quality of extracted

features determines the performance of any biometric indexing technique during the identification process [74]. Therefore,
an ablation study is done to analyze the effect of varying feature dimension on hit rate and penetration rate. Feature vectors
having three different dimensions 128, 256 and 512 have been analyzed to determine the suitable feature vector dimension for
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Table 6: Ablation study showing the effect of feature dimension on hit rate and penetration rate for PolyU-FKP database. The cell values denote penetration
rate(%) at various hit rate.

Indexing Feature Hit Rate

70% 75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 100%
128-d 4.14 5.43 7.32 11.01 16.59 28.16 97.55

k-means 256-d 4.7 6.14 8.36 11.52 17.22 29.55 96.67
512-d 2.97 3.88 5.4 7.77 11.64 21.81 85.3
128-d 14.26 21.37 30.58 39.44 58.63 67.21 99.15

BallTree 256-d 15.7 20.5 26.13 33.96 44.92 63.18 98.96
512-d 9.14 11.99 16.33 22.47 31.64 48.25 97.57
128-d - - - - 0.02 14.57 56.98

LSH 256-d - - - - - 0.02 44.67
512-d - - - - - - 0.02

indexing the FKP databases. Subsequently, separate index tables are generated for the three sets of feature vectors. Penetration
rate is computed for different values of hit rate for the query images from PolyU-FKP database. The obtained result is shown
in Table 6. Hit rate refers to the confidence with which true match of the query image can be found out from the retrieved
subset of the database. On the other hand, penetration rate determines the percentage of the database required to find true
match of a query sample. A good indexing technique is expected to achieve high hit rate from a small list of candidates i.e.
at lower value of penetration rate. It can be empirically determined from the Table 6 that the 512-d performs best on the
PolyU-FKP database. Therefore, 512-d feature vectors are used throughout the experimentation.

5. Conclusion

This paper have proposed an indexing technique called FKPIndexNet that generates discriminative embeddings for finger-
knuckle-print images. The network uses a custom loss function to produce fixed dimensional feature embeddings that are
used for indexing. The generated embeddings have high intra-class and low inter-class similarity. Three different techniques
viz. k-means Clustering, BallTree hashing and LSH have been explored for index table generation. Whenever a query image
is shown to the system, the features are extracted using the same method for query FKP image as well. The generated feature
vector is matched with all the indices of the index table and the candidates lying in the most similar index are retrieved for
comparison. Experiments are performed for verification and identification of the proposed technique on two publicly available
benchmark FKP databases viz. PolyU-FKP and IITD FKP. A thorough evaluation of the extracted features is presented and
analysed in a comprehensive manner. Proposed technique has achieved 95% of hit rate at the penetration rate of only 1.21%
and 0.31% for PolyU-FKP and IITD FKP database respectively. Hence, by using FKPIndexNet, we need to search only a small
percentage of the database instead of whole database for identification and that too without compromising on the accuracy.
Identification using indexed database also provides a speedup of ∼ 11 and ∼ 4 times on PolyU-FKP and IITD FKP database
respectively. This paper shows that the proposed technique creates an efficient fixed-size candidate list for comparison with
the query FKP sample thereby, making identification a constant time operation.
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